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Travel Pillowcase Directions 
 

 
 
Step 1:  Press fabric to remove wrinkles. 
 
Step 2:  Verify pillow size and then cut your fabric to the 
measurements listed below your size pillow. 
 
 
12” x 16”   (Finished pillowcase approx. 13.5” x 19”) 
 
Body – Cut 18” x 29” 
Accent strip cut 2-1/2” x 29” (optional) 
Cuff – Cut 9” x 29”  
 
14” x 20 “ (Finished pillowcase approx. 15.5” x 23”) 
Body – Cut 20” x 33”  
Accent strip – 2-1/2” to 3-1/2 x 33”  (optional) 
Cuff – Cut 9” x 33”  
 
 
Step 3:  Fold accent strip in half lengthwise and press using warm 
iron. 
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Step 4:  Make a hot dog 
 

(a) Place the cuff fabric right side up. 
(b) Layer accent strip on top of cuff fabric so that the raw 

edges meet along the top edge of the cuff fabric. 
(c) Layer body piece of top of other two fabrics face down.  

Align raw edges at top and pin. 
(d) Roll up body piece to within a few inches of the pinned 

edge. 
(e) Wrap lower edge of cuff fabric up over rolled up body 

piece (here comes the “hot dog”) and meet at upper edges.  
Pin.  

(f) Sew a ¼” seam, removing pins as you get to them. 
(g) Don’t forget to backstitch! 
 

Step 5:  Make magic – gently remove the hot dog from the bun and 
press. (You may need to square up edges at this point.) 
 
Step 6:  Smooth pillowcase and align raw edges. Pin wrong sides 
together (seems wrong, but work with me here!). Sew the raw edges 
together using a ¼” seam allowance. 
 
Step 7:  Trim corners, turn inside out and press. 
 
Step 8:  Sew again, using a 3/8” seam this time, turn inside out and 
press. 
 
Step 9:  Push corners out with a point turner, if needed, and admire 
your handiwork! 
 
Look Mom - no raw edges because you made a French seam! 
 
You can also make these pillowcases to fit a full-size pillow.  Why 
not make a few to share with friends or kids in need? 
 
For more information, visit: 
http://conkerrcancer.org/pdf/hotdogmethod.pdf 
 
Need a visual?  Search YouTube for “Easy Tube Pillowcase Tutorial” by 
Missouri Quilt Company 
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